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Square dance music with calls

This article needs additional citations for verification. Help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unmapped material can be questioned and removed. Find sources: Caller dance – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (February 2019) (Learn how and when to delete this
template message) A caller is a person who invites dance figures in such dances as line dance, square dance and contra dance. Callers may be one of the participating dancers, but in modern country dance this is rare. In round dance a person performing this function is called a cuer. Their role is
basically the same as a caller, as they tell dancers what to do in a particular dance, even if they differ on several smaller points. In northern New England counterdance, the caller is also known as prompter. Comparing callers and cuers ringers and cuers serve slightly different functions in different types of
dancing. Improvisation in modern western square dance calling distinguishes it from the cold in many other types of dance. Callers in many dance types are expected to sing and be entertaining, but round dance cuers do not sing and are expected to be as discreet as possible. Standardized dances such
as round dance, modern western square dance, and Salsa Rueda consist of a number of defined difficulty levels. Callers and cuers are responsible for knowing all calls or clues (respectively), also known as numbers, for the defined difficulty level in which their dancers dance, as well as all numbers
belonging to lower or simpler levels. Callers for other types of dance may be required just to know the very dance they call. Contra dance callers Contra dance callers usually take on a role as host of a contra dance event, stepping aside only briefly to let the organizers of the dance (who hired them and
arranged logistics) make announcements (usually before the break). They are responsible for helping participants find partners and organize themselves in contra lines, to teach them the dance moves during a walkthrough, and to call the movements during the dance until the dancers have it memorized.
They also coordinate with the band to help them figure out which songs to play and how long to play a dance for. The modern Western square dance caller The role of a caller in modern Western Square dance is not only to provide dance moves that all dancers on the floor should be able to follow, but also
to provide entertainment through a combination of factors, including programming, showmanship, singing ability, and challenging choreography. Part of the entertainment factor can come from the caller's use of patter – a set of rhymed words and rhythms that complement the names of the dance moves
called. Patter can't just be entertaining because it's and surprising, but it can also fill in the space between long dance patterns, which helps to increase energy during potentially boring moments. There is a large, communal pool of smatt that callers can use. Example is: Allemande left with left hand. / Back
to partner for a right and left grand. OR Ace of Diamonds, Jack of Spades / Meet your partner and all the boardwalk. The square dance talks are underlined; all the rest is patter. Many callers spend time inventing their own unique patter or variations on common patter. Entertainment also comes from
callers challenging the dancers on the floor. There are many techniques to accomplish this. This can be done choreographically, for example by mixing dance conversations in unexpected or unusual ways, by varying expected dance patterns, or by calling characters from unusual and unexpected
formations. Callers can also use gimmicks like making a common and well-known sequence of calls, and then catching dancers off guard by suddenly changing an expected call. Sometimes callers make mistakes, or forget what they do temporarily, in which case it is important for them to be able to keep
the dancers moving and to bring the dancers back to their partners, and home again, smoothly, and hopefully without anyone noticing. Call types There are two primary classifications of character types in modern Western square dance, patter and song. Patter calls Patter's conversation, also known as
hash calls, is based on a quick and fluid succession of spoken (clapped) or sing-song delivered conversations, often to the accompaniment of an instrumental piece of music that it is not necessarily recognized as a song. Choreography can be shown on-the-fly with conversations randomly strung together,
but it complies with strict choreographic rules. Most patter callers are improvised by the caller as the dancers move; if the tempo of the call takes place at a rapid pace so that the dancers can flow from one move to another without pauses, it can be called hot hash. The primary purpose of the batter call is
to give dancers a challenge by surprising them with unexpected choreography. Many callers are very well known for their ability to put together calls to create a unique, smooth flowing dance. Some callers are also known for the unusual and interesting formations they move the dancers through. Song
calls Singing calls are based on a sung delivery of calls, usually to a recognizable melody, and square dance calls are mixed in with the song's original lyrics. Many widely recognized songs have turned into song conversations. The primary purpose of singing conversations is to help the dancers relax,
dance well together as a group, and enjoy the song and the caller. Some callers are very famous for their voices, and for how well they can perform vocal calls. There is often a very format for song calls. Most Most calls are constructed in an A-B-B-B-B-A format, with each section consisting of 64 strokes.
The A sections (beginning, middle and end break sections) often involve simple moves made in a circular way, without partner change. The B sections, known as numbers, are often, especially at the lower levels of dance, identical, and produce a partner change. Usually this means that at the end of each
B section each lady moves to the next gent to her right. At the end of the last B-section, each lady has returned to their original partner. Variations are seen temporarily; for example, the ladies can move left instead of right, or the last A-section can be omitted. Song conversations, such as snub
conversations, vary in dance difficulties and are rarely improvised in their entirety. They are unusual above the Advanced program, although there are known vocal calls at the highest challenge levels. [1] Programming A modern Western square dance tip is composed of a combination of smattrop and
song lyrics. Usually a smatten is followed calling by a singing call to make a tip, although this is not universal. There are a number of ways that a caller program of tonight's entertainment. The caller may include a particular music theme (such as a Rock and Roll party, or a Halloween festival), or may
contain variations of a particular dance call throughout the night. Generally callers start evening slowly to warm dancers up, and to give them chances of success during the first tip. This increases the pace and difficulty and peaks for most of the evenings. At the end of the evening there is usually a slower
dance number at the end to relax the dancers, and to let them unwind. Training to call Calling a Modern Western Square Dance requires a number of different skills and some natural talents; becoming a caller requires training— both training and in front of the microphone exercise. Sometimes people who
get the urge to call think it's enough to stand up on a platform, and sing the accompanying lyrics to a square dance song, or call a prescribed sequence of batter. Difficult as even it may be for some, with some natural talents, a good ear for rhythm and timing, an engaging stage presence, and perhaps a
robust singing voice, even a beginner might sound good. A caller has two main roles: Teacher Dance caller As a teacher, the caller must develop their pedagogical skills, as well as the educational materials used in the class. People skills are very important. As a caller, the caller must prepare
choreographic materials, and must be able to deliver it, either through memory, or by using written sequences, or by using vision summons. The choreographic material must conform to a strict, basic set of choreographic rules: Bring dancers back to their original partner Ta partners and make sure that
people dance smoothly and enjoyably. Enjoyable. training is available, and Callerlab certifies instructors. The round dance cuer Round dance cuers recite rehearsed, pre-choreographed sequences of figures. Unlike callers in Salsa Rueda or modern western square dance, which invokes an embodiment of
numbers in an unexpected order that ranges from one run of the dance to another, a round dance cuer only clues, ie, each subsequent figure suggests a predefined sequence, possibly already known to the dancers. The cuer, rather than being expected to call out original, on-the-fly choreography, is
expected to feel many (sometimes long) dances and lead the floor through the appropriate and clearly state the name of each successive step in the dance just in time to hear it before the final step is complete. Often cuing is from cards that list the steps in abbreviated notation. Cuing every step with
proper timing is often tricky, as some dance moves can have very long names (through-side-close to sidecar for example), and there are times when a series of quick steps have been placed together, which requires quick speech, while maintaining good diction. Cuers are not expected (or even
encouraged or suggested) to add patter. Rather, they speak softer, and as quickly as possible so that the dancers can enjoy as much of the song as possible. Cuers sing neither, except on rare occasions. Being more serene than most folk and country dances, round dance cuers are not expected to
entertain; the action of dance is the primary entertainment. Cuers are also expected to know the steps they cuing well enough to teach them. Out of place around dances, there are a few pieces that most people know, but it's a cuer job to also introduce new dances and teach them. Especially in both very
early levels and very advanced levels it is important that cuers can learn the steps, as several dances are listed as Phase 2 + 1, which means that the majority of the steps are in phase two, but there is a step that is inserted from another level. The Salsa Rueda rings in Salsa Rueda, hand signs are used
to complement voice calls; these are useful in noisy arenas, where spoken conversations may not be easily heard. See also Callerlab Modern Western Square Dance Round Dance Salsa Rueda Traditional Square Dance Contra Dance References ^ Stan Winchester is known for its challenge-level song
talks. Stan Winchester singing conversation side. External links CALLERLAB website Retrieved from
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